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Commissioning Support Programme 
Improving the life chances for children and young people in local communities 
is at the heart of the Programme’s work

CSP is a 2½ year programme aimed at making a step change in Children’s 
Services commissioning. The programme concludes in March 2011. A delivery 
team of 28 work in a 1-1 ‘pulled’ way with each Children’s Trust or locality.  

Our work is important because it goes deep into the community to offer 
support to the cost saving Big Society agendas by working locally to make a 
difference. Our support is:

• Pulled by the sector
• Locally delivered
• Co-produced with commissioners (and produces joint learning)
• targeted at driving out efficiencies whilst retaining a focus on  

children’s outcomes



The perfect storm

10 years of 
increased spend

Increase in 
demand

25% to 40% 
budget cuts

Rising public 
expectation



Commissioning & schools
New era system thinking…

• Commissioning & school improvement
Immediate…

• Capacity and commissioning
How…

• Wider commissioning strategy
Vision…



Commissioning and school 
improvement/support services

• Local models 
• Shared services
• The role of outstanding schools and Academies
• Brokerage models 
• School commissioning: challenges & opportunities
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Raising School Achievement

School improvement models, 
themes and issues
to 2011 and beyond



Capacity and commissioning: 
Schools

• Do/have schools commissioned?
• Procurement and efficiency
• Leadership in schools
• School partnerships, clusters: culture change
• Social enterprises, Federations and Trusts





Wider commissioning strategy 

• Efficiency and outcomes
• Schools commissioning wider services
• Shared services across CS & Corporate
• School leaders and GPs
• New skill set needed for some for LA staff?
• Vision



Further information and contacts

Go to: www.commissioningsupport.org.uk or 
contact:

David Brown    
CSP National Policy Lead: Schools

david.brown@commissioningsupport.org.uk
M: 07970 774016


